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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35057 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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sobrio
It means short, simple, moderate, scarce, meager.   It is also moderate, measured, discreet, austere.  Sober is also one
who has not consumed liquors, teetotal.

sobría
Sober means simple and unadorned. That is moderate and unobtrusive, especially in eating, drinking, in the form of talk
or move or their customs. Sober ( with tilde ) It is a synonym of sobrera, sobrera, referring to something that is more or it
gives more.

soca
Soka Soka is the name of an Afro-Caribbean musical rhythm.  SOCA is the activity of pruning of the branches of the
coffee plant.

socarrona
In Colombia it means mocking, ironic, cynical, sarcastic.  It also tends to mean ladina, sneaky, taimada.

socata
It is the name of a French company dedicated to the manufacture of aircraft, which is based in Tarbes
(Hautes-Pyrénées).  Model of single-engine aircraft.

socato
On the Colombian Caribbean Coast is the name given to a past food, which takes a long time to prepare or served and
that begins to decompose. 

socavada
It is a turning point to undermine .  It means to dig, weaken, mine, damage, raer.  Dig something underneath until you
leave it without support or support.  Excavated, weakened, mined, damaged, ragged. 

socavandola
The correct term is undermining it, with tilde.  It means weakening, dig, leave without support or defense.  Inflection of
undermine.

socavón
It is a tunnel, Grotto or cave which is artificially made for mining work.  Underground Gallery.  Sinking of the ground.

socerafobia
Irrational hatred or fear of in-laws. 

sociable
A person who easily makes friends. It means communicative, open, Extrovert, treatable.

sociedad estamental



Regime of former Government or form of social integration, forming closed groups established by ties of kinship or
heredity.  Groups of people comprising members of the same group because of the birth within.

societal
In sociology is everything relative relative to society considered as a whole.

socioambiental
It means that it relates to the environment and the community.  Relating to social and environmental aspects. 

sociolecto
It is the way of speaking, language or common jargon used people who belong to a same Guild, club, association or
profession. How to talk between people of the same socio-cultural or occupational group. Lexicon common among a
group of partners.

sociópata
It's a psychiatric pathology.  It means antisocial, who suffers from antisocial personality disorder, a person who has no
discernment about good or evil, who acts or usually denies impulsively.  Person who ignores the rights of others.  He
doesn't respect the feelings of others. 

socola
It is the name of an agricultural and forestry activity consisting of removing undesirable plant material in a crop.  Weed,
weeding or weeding.

socoltenango
socoltenango is incorrectly written and it should be written as Socoltenango ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is Socoltenango ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a Mexican municipality in the State of Chiapas.  Nahuatl
language means " place or fortified town of pitchers ".

socoro
Site that is immediately below the choir.  Part of a stage of the theater. 

socorres
It is an inflection of rescue. Second person singular, present tense. It means that supports you attend, you freediver, you
attend, you remedias, you defend yourself, you protect.

socuellamina
It means related to Socuéllamos, or that it is originating from there.  Socuéllamos is the name of a Spanish town, which
belongs to the Province of Ciudad Real ( Castilla . -La Mancha ). 

sodalicio
In theory is a group or spiritual or family of prayer, which can be formed by religious and lay people.  Praetorium, Court,
court.

sodes



It is not a word the Spanish language but English.  It is the plural of sod.  Means grass, lawn.

sodomizar
In religious terms, it is practice homosexual relations.

soemy
I think that they asking Soemi or SOEMI.  It is a Peruvian entity, dedicated to the formation or financial training.  Means
integrated business solutions.

soez
In Colombia you mean rude, vulgar, so, ordinary, low, indecent, vile.  Abusive and indecent language.  Indecent.

sofia
It is a woman's name of Greek origin and means wise woman, woman of great wisdom.  Name of a European city, which
is the capital of Bulgaria.  Name of the Queen Mother of Spain, consort of King Juan Carlos and mother of King Felipe
VI.  Name of a NASA aircraft model that corresponds to the Boeing 747SP.  Name of the Portuguese Film Awards. 
Name of the first robot to obtain Saudi citizenship.  Name of an asteroid ( 251 ) . 

sofisma
It means distraction, deception.  False argument or statement that appears to be true.  Paralogism.

sofistas
Philosophical current of the classical Greece seeking teaching excellence. Who uses a sophistry to reason according to
Aristotle. Some of them were: Protagoras, Gorgias, Hippias, Prodico, Thrasymachus, Critias and Callicles. They were
people who handled the " intelligence practice ".

sofía
It means woman of great wisdom.  Wise woman.  It is a woman's name of Greek origin. 

soflama
Talk or speech expressed to lift the spirits.  Cheer up, harangue.  Momentary intensification of fire or flame.  Heating,
fury, blushing or embarrassment.

sofoco
It is the effect of not being able to breathe properly or be subjected to intense heat.  Embarrassment, excitement,
gasping, choking, suffocation, anguish, disgust, scare, startle, distress.

sofofilia
It is the maniah of accumulating data without some order. 

sofoquín
It is a way of calling a person hyperactive or very restless.  It is also a passing hot flash or heat. 



sofraganos
It is a traditional term but now disused. Means, subordinate, protected, junior, Assistant, servant.

sofrosina
In Ancient Greece was the embodiment of moderation, discretion and self-control.  Its equivalent in Roman mythology
was Sobrietas (sobriety).  Temperance.

soft
It is a word in the English language which means soft, soft, flexible, ductile.

soga
It means rope, loop, cape, rejo.  Rope that is used to bind or tie cattle.

sogamoso
In Colombia it is the name of a large city that belongs to the Department of Boyacá.  Name of a dam and a hydroelectric
plant.  Name of a river in the Department of Santander . 

soguero
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains, he is a cowboy very expert in lazar las reses.  Expert in using the rope.

sogùn
Shogun is incorrectly written and should be written as "Shogun / Shogun." being its meaning:<br>Shogun or best
Shogun is the name of the person who in totalitarian manner on behalf of the Emperor ruled Japan between 1192 and
1867.  It is a title that means army wise, wise Commander or General wise or illustrated.

soiled
It is a word of the English language that means stained, dirty, buried, muddy. 

sojización
It is the tendency to change all types of agricultural crops to soy or soy, because of the good prices of the product.  The
term is used in Argentina.

sojo
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  In Spain it is the name of a locality in the Province of Alava.  belongs to
the municipality of Ayala.

sojuzgadla
It is an imperative to subjugate. Submit it, master it, subjugate it, overwhelm it, press it, enslave it.

sojuzgado
It is an inflection of subjugate. It means dominate, govern with violence, sending the force.

sol



It is a musical note and the name of our star or star king.  It is also a name of a woman of Latin origin.  It means that of
luminous faith or the one that always illuminates or shines.

sola
It means mere, unique, unaccompanied.  It is also the name of a territory that makes up the French Basque Country. 
He is also called in Basque Zuberoa and French Pays de Soule.  The Gentilicio is suletino or suletina.  Alone or Solo,
are apocopepes used by Soledad.

solanesca
It means relative to José Gutiérrez Solana Madrid, the way he said it, wrote, painted or did.  It's a cheeky way to present
truth or reality.  Peculiar and tragic expressionism.  Reflection of the raw reality. 

solanesco
It may mean relative to Solano or Solana.  In Art , relating to José Romano Gutierrez-Solana (José Solana, Spanish
painter and writer). 

solanina
It is a very toxic substance found in plants of the genus Solanum and the Solanaceae family.  It is very toxic even in
small amounts.  It is found in potato, green tomato, potato, belladonna and eggegg.  A toxic, bitter-tasting glycoalkaloid
whose largest component is the alkaloid known as solanidine. 

solaninas
It is a type of glycoalkaloid found in nightshade plants (They belong to the Solanaceae family).  Among the plants
mentioned are tomato, tobacco and potato among others. 

solano
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Exists in Colombia.  The name of a municipality in the Department of Chocó,
Colombia.  The name of a beautiful Bay in Colombia, in the Pacific Ocean.

solapado
It means devious, towards, ladino, disguised, Fox, sly, hypocritical, double.  That hides things and not shown as it really
is.

solapamiento
It's a geology term.  Refers to cross-cross, multi-layer overlay.  Place one layer on top of the other.  Action or effect of
overlapping or overlapping .  Match each other.

solaq
It is a mark or reference of Muñequitos swordsmen in miniature, for collections and children's games. Warriors plastic
miniature.

solar
It means relative to the sun.  In solar Colombia is told to the inner courtyard of a house.



solaris
In Computing it is the name of a Unix-like operating system developed since 1992 initially by Sun Microsystems and
currently owned by Oracle Corporation.  The name of a star belonging to the Pegasus Constellation.  Name of an Atari
game.  Name of a book and a film by Stanislaw Lem, a Polish writer.  Name of two other films, based on the same book.

solarsarze
solarsarze is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Unwind" being its meaning:<br>The word is misspelled. The
right thing is to relax. It means fun, spreading, entertainment, recreation, rest, relax, have a hobby.

solastalgia
It is the name given to the stress or anguish generated by environmental change and deterioration of the environment. 
Affliction or sorrow due to deterioration of the environment or the environment. 

soldadesca
It means troops, army, armed corps, detachment, host, militia.

solemnes
Carried out with great solemnity, with much pomp, with much formality, majestic, magnificent, with much Protocol,
ceremonious, lavish.

solera
Horizontal wood that supports parales.  It means beam, support, base, background, floor, floor.  It can also mean
antiquity, tradition, abolengo.

solén
It was a solemn way of saying.  It means majestic, important, imposing, ceremonious.  protocol. 

solfa
In Colombia it means beating, beating, tunda.  Barrage of blows given to a person.  Very bulky scorer in football.

solfeo
In Music it is a technique or training to be able to make a quick reading of a score.  Course or teaching for reading
music. 

solicitud
It is synonymous with alacrity, quickly, quickly.  It also means order, claim, care, diligence and deference.

solidario
Person who enjoys helping others.  Person in which the feeling of solidarity prevails.  Person who supports, helps, helps
others.

solidificarse
It means hardening, getting solid.  Compacted.  Acquire firmness.



soliloquio
Think aloud, talk alone or with yourself. 

soliloquios
Speak alone or speak to yourself.  Think aloud.  Give a speech or speak without auditorium. 

solio
It can mean armchair, special chair.  Throne, seat, seat, seat.  Chair that is located in an elevated part and above
several steps.  Chair with canopy or on stairs.  Formal sitting . 

solipedos
The correct term is soypedo, with tilde.  It means you have only one finger on your limbs.  It usually refers to horses
(horses, asses, zebras).

solisombra
It can be a drink, usually prepared with a mixture of anise and cognac or brandy.  Area of the arena or sand that is
exposed to one part of sun and one part of shade.  In Colombia, it refers to terms that are opposites.  Opposites,
chiaroscuro, black and white. 

solista
Artist who sings or makes his speeches alone.  Acting alone.  Who does monologues or soliloquies.  Also musician who
plays his solo instrument. 

solitaria
It refers to the person or woman who lacks companionship, who walks or lives alone.  Single, single.  Hermit.  It is also
another way of calling the tapeworm or solitary worm. 

solitario
It refers to the person who has no company, which walk or live alone.  Single, single.  Hermit, in Colombia also is told
solo to a Cup, glass or thin vase, in which is inserted a flower.

solitud
It means loneliness, staying alone, unadfitoed or under some care.  Abandonment, loneliness, helplessness

solípedo
In Zoology it means you have only one finger on your limbs.  usually ends up in a nail, fish or helmet.  An example of a
solyped is the horse. 

sollar
In Spain it is skinning an animal (removing the leather).  In Colombia to sollar or sollar is to be cheerful and relaxed. 
Quiet, carefree.  Drugged, under the influence of a psychoactive. 

solloso
The correct term is sobbing.  Mean groaned, gimoteo, sample of pain, sadness, or pity.  Inflection of sobbing.  It means



crying, whining, moaning, whine, complain, complain.

sollozantes
Plural of sobbing .  It means that they sob, that they moan, they lament.  They cry. 

solo
It means you have no company, friends or family.  It is separated or isolated from others or other things.  Single.  In the
United States it is a surname of a footballer, named Hope Amelia Solo and plays as a goalkeeper.  She has been world
champion and has won two Olympic gold medals.

solo o sólo
Alone, without tilde, means that you have no company, friends or family.  It is separated or isolated from others or other
things.  Single.  In the United States it is a surname of a footballer, named Hope Amelia Solo and plays as a goalkeeper.
 She has been world champion and has won two Olympic gold medals.  The word is only an adverb indicating that
nothing other than what is mentioned is included, but it can also be used without tilde (insinuates a condition or points to
a cause).

solotusa
In Colombia and especially in the coffee axis, he is a person who suffers many love disappointments.  Nostalgic ,
disappointed .  In Swerbia is the name of a small village that belongs to the municipality of Bajina Basta.  It is located
very close to the border with Bosnia. 

solsticio
In Astronomy it is the time when the sun is over one of the two tropics, either Cancer or Capricorn.  It occurs between
June 21 and 22 and between December 21 and 22 of each year. 

solsticio hiemal
It is the time of year when the day is very short and the night longer, winter solstice. 

soltar el trapo
34 Colombia; let the cloth " means stop working.  Almost always refers to the housewives are exhausted and decide to
leave clean, stop doing the toilet, complete with chores and devote himself to rest or to arrange to go out.

soltero
It means he lives alone, that he's loose or he's free.  Person who is not married. 

solterón
Elderly man who hasn't married.  It is also the name of a simple, usually wooden piece of furniture that serves to hang
on everyday clothes.

solusión
The correct term is solution, with c .  It means output, remedy, fix, or also decision, result, end, outcome, mixture or
dissolution.



solventar
It can mean supplying, providing.  Issue a ruling that resolves a conflict.  It can also mean solving, solving, settling,
settling.  Settle accounts or meet credit commitments. 

solventar, en términos económicos
Solve, in economic terms, to say finance, sponsor and other costs.

soma
Soma is the name of a type of coarse flour.  It is also the body of a neuron.  It is also a grave or tomb of Alexander the
great.  Soma is the name of a town in the Gambia.  Soma was the God of the Moon in the Hindu Mythology.  Chandra. 
Name of sacred and ritual drink of the Brahamanes.  Soma is also the name of a city and a district in the province of
Manisa in Turkey.  Soma is the name of a clinic in Medellin.

somalia
It is the name of an East African country, located in the Horn of Africa.  Its capital is Mogadishu. 

somalí
It means native to Somalia, an East African country.  Name of a breed of cats that is characterized by having long fur. 
Name of a Cusita language of the Afro-Asian family and spoken in Somalia.  Common name of a very small song bird. 

somanta
It is a term used in Mexico and means tunda, zurra, beating, beating, garrotera, spanking.

somatización
Physical pain caused by obsession and without an apparent medical or clinical cause.  Hypochondria.  A mental
disorder characterized by magnifying the severity of an illness, despite having clinical evidence of its non-existence. 

somatopsiquica:
It refers to everything that affects the mind and is reflected in the body or anything that affects the body and is reflected
in the mind.  Parallel effects of mental aspects that affect the functioning of the body, or vice versa.  Mind healthy in a
healthy body, says the adage.

sombrerera
Woman who makes or weeds hats.  It's one of the common names of a plant.  It is also known as pottery, fatlobo,
donkey's foot, ox helmet, horse leg, tusilago.  It belongs to the family Asteraceae and the genus Tussilago, hence the
common name.  Its scientific name is Tussilago farfara and is synonymous with Petasites fragrans.  The term Petasites
in Latin, means wide-brimmed hat.  Name of a typical song of the Department of Tolima, in Colombia, composed by
Patrocinio Ortíz and masterfully performed by the duet Garzón and Collazos, and Silva and Villalba. 

sombrero fedora
It is a type of hat of Italian origin.  It is usually felt and has short and flexible wing.  Gacho hat. 

sombrerón
It means he wears big hats.  In Colombia it is also a myth of peasant folklore.  He's a leprechaun who wears a big hat. 



somero
It means shallow.   Surface.  It can also mean short, short, summarized, parco.   It gives us or hints.

somnifobia
It's the fear of falling asleep and not waking up.  Fear of dying asleep. 

somnofilia
It is the sexual arousal and orgasm who has sexual intercourse with a person who is asleep.

somnofobia
Fear of sleep, sleep or lying down. 

somorgujo
It is a common name for a waterfowl, which is considered a flying fish for its abilities in the water or a fish with wings.  It
belongs to the family Podicipedidae (meaning with legs or feet on the anus or butt) and its scientific name is Podiceps
cristatus.  They are also known as lavancos, grebes, great crebes, macaes, grebes, or grebes.  Diving duck . 

somormujo
It is the common name of a palmípeda bird in Europe and Asia.  They also say crested grebe, great crested grebe,
zaramagullon.  It is similar to the loons and divers.  Its scientific name is Podiceps cristatus and belongs to the
Podicipedidae family.

somormujo lavanco
It is another common name of the zaramagullón, lavanco or somormujo.  It is a bird of the Podicipedidae family, which
lives in the wetlands.  Its scientific name is Podiceps cristatus .

sonajera
A rattle or rattle is a type of special baby toy that looks like a maraca.  Confused and disjointed sound.  Noise.  It is also
one of the common names of a plant, also known as sonaja, fart, scarecrow, chickpea, aorno or crazy fresnillo.  Its
scientific name is Colutea arborescens and belongs to the fabaceae family. 

soncas
It is a method of marketing.  It is the abbreviation of Sécurité - Orgueil - Nouveauté - comfort - Argent - Sympathie, in
French or security - pride - novelty - comfort - money - friendliness, in Spanish.  They are the tips to keep in mind that a
client buy well and be satisfied.

sondrar
The correct term is to probe.  It means figuring out, inquiring, asking, sounding, searching.

sonia
Sonia is incorrectly written and should be written as "Sonia, Sonya or Sonija." being its meaning:<br>It is a woman's
name often used in Latin America and in Slavic countries. It is Slavic, variant of Sofia. Sofia is of Greek origin and
means " much wisdom, wise woman "



sonic
It is a word in the English language that means relative to sound.  Sonic. 

sonificar
It means giving sound.  Provide sound. 

sonko
SONKO is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Sonko; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is a
surname of Kenya.  It is the surname of the current Governor of Nairobi and who has been a Senator for Nairobi in
Kenya, Mike Mbuvi Sonko, better known as Mike Sonko.  It is possible that they were asked by Soko.  In Colombia Soco
or Soko, is synonymous with raw, beast and also to the soco means go away, fast.

sonora
It means that sounds, which produces noise.  Loud, shrill, loud, resonant.  It is also the name of cities in several States
of the United States (Kentucky, California, Texas) and another in Matto Grosso Brasil.  Name of a State in Mexico.  A
name given to many bands and ensembles for example Sonora Ponceña, Sonora Dinamita, Sonora Matancera.  In
Mexico it is also name of a desert and a river.  It has good sound and good rhythm.  Pleasant, musical, canoro,
harmonious sound.

sonroja
It is to become red or colorado.  That it puts the red face of shame or punishment.  It is an inflection of blushing or
blushing.  Redden is.

sonrojarse
It means turning the cheeks red or colored with grief.  Acquire blush on the cheeks.  To grieve, to get red, to blush, to be
ashamed, to Redden, to suffocate.

sonrojo
It is the phenomenon of acquiring reddish tonalities skin face ( especially in cheeks ) because of the penalty or
embarrassment.  Effect of blushing.  Pena, siltation, embarrassment, shame, flushing, blushing.

sonsadas
Acts typical of a sonso.  Nonsense, nonsense, nonsense, nonsense.  Things that are said or concepts issued that lack
value or importance.  Impertinences. 

sonso
In Colombia it means stunned, clumsy, lazy.  It is also the name of a lagoon that is close to Cali.

sonsonear
It is the name given to produce a repetitive and gentle noise.  Goleptear.  In Colombia it is also a colloquial way to call
Sonsón, a Colombian municipality of the Department of Antioquia. 

soñaba
Inflection of dream. Sleep, rest, ensure, imagine, fantasize, wander, passing, glimpse. Imagine things and give them for
certain.



soñar con comegen
Dreaming comegen is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Termites is with J" being its meaning:<br>The right
thing is to say " Dreaming of termites ". Termites are the same termites. Dreaming of termites say it means that the
person has many internal conflicts and concerns, which must be resolved soon because you are turning into
obsessions.

sopa
Food prepared in many ways and varied ingredients.  It is of thick consistency and may have small solid pieces.  It is
consumed with a spoon.  It can mean sleeping or also soaked, softened with some liquid.  Swamp, muddy terrain. 
Brewing.  In Peru it means full, full, tuquio, which does not fit anymore. 

sopapo
In Colombia, it means something very damp, wet, entrapado, water-saturated.  Hit in the face, slap, slap.

sopapón
Very strong blow.  Strong soup.  Slap, slap, horn, fishmonger.

sope
It is the name of a Mexican dish, also known as pinched, chopped or minced.  It is a thick corn tortilla fried and filled with
various ingredients.

sopena
You mean in right punishment, penalty, fine, charge.  To be demanded as a consideration for having incurred something
prohibited or punishable.  It is the name of a Spanish publishing house, founded by Ramón Bepena López.  Inpena is a
Spanish surname of Catalan origin.  Editorial Inpena has subsidiaries in several Latin American countries.

sopenca
It means stupid, silly, dumb, ignorant, stupid, silly.  It is also valid zopenca .

sopepito
In Salvador and Guatemala means macumbero, person who speaks much straw ( in Colombia great shit, trash ). He
says things without a livelihood, without importance or talking to mention while talking to others.

sopesándolo
It means carefully examining the pros and cons of something.  Value , compare .

sopezar
The correct term is to weigh, with s.  It means comparing weight or qualities two things.  Lift a lightly one thing to
calculate your weight.  Analyze or examine any situation to detect whether it is positive or negative, favorable or
unfavorable.

sopio
It is one of the variants of the woman name Sofia, of Greek origin, which means that it is wise, it has a lot of wisdom. 
Sopio is a variant in Georgian.  It can also be a word that means quiet, calm.  In Latin it can mean penis. 



soplapichas
In Colombia it is synonymous with lambón.  Excessive flattering person.  You can also say brushing in that same sense. 
That flatters you to make a profit. 

sopletear
Blowing is correct. Sopletiar not. It means using the torch. This device consists of two ducts that join in a nozzle, a va
acetylene and oxygen, that mingle and make ignition are driven out a flare of very high temperature and pressure.
Generally used or to make welds or make cuts in metals pretty hard. In Colombia you also have other uses for the term
blowing: one to indicate that we blow with force a duct or clogged hose, and intends that the air you uncover. It is valid
for diving equipment or hoses from the vehicle. We also say blowing or blowing when a furtive way student helps fellow
to respond a school exam.

soplillo
It is one of the ways to call a fan or aventador.  Diminutive of murmur .  Small or soft murmur. 

soplo
Blow can be a turning point of blowing or also a short period of time.  It is also an amanner call a heart condition caused
by blood flow faster than normal.

soplón sapo
Snitch, Toad, are synonymous with informer in Colombia.

soponcio
It means the drowsiness effect in Colombia.  Fainting, lightheadedness, fainting, weakness, despondency.

sopor
Feeling of drowsiness or sleep.  It means drowsiness, lethargy, drowsy, heaviness, sleep, drowsiness,

soporífero
It means that it produces sleep or drowsiness, making sleep.  Sleeping pills, narcotic, hypnotic, sedative.  It also means
tedious, boring, dull, disappointing.

sopotudo
In the peasant regions of Colombia is a term used to mean soup or colada appearance.  It means dense, thick,
concentrated, bushy.

soprano
In Music and Singing, it is the highest voice among those that make up the human vocal register or, by extension, the
highest voice in harmony.  It usually carries the melody . 

soquetes
I presume a plural of soquete.  The correct term is, which is with z.  In Colombia it means brutes, animals, trawlers,
fools, clumsy, lazy, sorocos, zopencos, zotes, scumbags, fools.



sora
In Colombia is the name of a municipality of the Department of Boyacá.  It is also the name of a bird that is spotted.  Its
scientific name is Porzana carolina and is of the family Rallidae.  It is the name of a character from Kingdom Hearts
anime (is a happy teenager).  In video games, there are several characters with that name.  In the India is the name of a
tribe and their language.  Sora is also the name of villages in Italy, in Catalonia (Spain) and in Chile.  It is also the name
of a river in Russia and another River in Slovenia.

sorayismo
Movement that consecrates the singer Soraya as a person who boosted resilience in the face of catastrophic events and
difficult to overcome.  She was a singer who stood her ground despite suffering from terminal cancer. 

sorbete
In Colombia it is a thick extract of a fruit.  It is usually mixed with some milk.  In several Latin American countries it is a
way to call a pitillo, straw or straw. 

sorbeto
It is synonymous with pipote, straw, straw, skinny.  Tube of any material which is used to suck up liquids.

sorbo
Small portion of liquid that is drunk upon sip.  I drink that is drunk from a liquid.  Tasting, try.

sorces
Sorces is the plural of Sorce. Mean Field mouse ( 41 field mouse;. It is a small mammal of the order of rodents and its
scientific name is Apodemus sylvaticus. It is very harmful in crops.

sordez
It is the people who don't listen to others, who ignore them and don't serve their arguments.

sordina
It is an attachment that is placed manually to certain musical instruments, in order to vary their tone (usually return their
slightly more bass sounds).  A piece that is placed on an instrument to reduce the intensity of its sound (make it more
deaf).  The most used are those that are placed on a trumpet, violin, sax or drums.  . 

sordo
It means you don't hear, you lack the sense of hearing.  It also means silent, noise-free or sounding in a muted way. 

sordociega
Person of double disability when being deaf and blind.  He doesn't hear or see. 

sorete
It means dry excrement, dried poo.  In Argentina, it also means despicable, immoral person. 

sorga
It is a turning point in Italian of sorgere, which means born, arise, go out.  It is also the name of an Italian town in the



province of Venice.

sori
It is the name of an Italian town in the province of Genoa in the Liguria region.

soriana
It means relative to Soria, which is the name of a city and a province located in the north of Spain.  A native of Soria. 

soriano
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  It means that he is a native of Soria, which is the name of a Province and a City in the
North of Spain. 

soricomorfo
It is a term used in biology.  It means that they are shaped like a shrew.  An animal belonging to the Soricomorpha .  It is
an order of placental mammals containing the families Nesophontidae, Solenodontidae, Soricidae, and Talpidae.  They
were previously classified in the Order Insectivora.  They are moles, shrews, desmans and solenodons or almiquis. 

sorites
In Logic it is a chain of syllogisms or very complex thoughts.  Usually the conclusion of one of the syllogisms, becomes
the premise of another, thus forming the string. 

sorna
In Colombia, you want to say in ironic and mocking tone.  With sarcasm, indifference, apathy and indolence.

sornado
That has been the victim of the sorna, victim of the joke, mocked, humiliated.  It also means sleep, let yourself be
overcome sleep, spend the night.  Asleep.

sorner
It means it's very elegant, it has good style.

sorobán
Name of a Japanese centennial abacus.  It is based on the Chinese sanpuan.  Japanese tray for counting. 

soroche
You want to say evil of puna, altitude sickness.  Upset that a person suffers when climbing or climb a very high
mountain.

soroco
Person takes to understand things.  In Colombia means lerdo, slow, perceived as a jerk, fool, atulampado, bobarron,
bobo, socket.

sorompo



In Central America it means fool, fool, asshole, idiot. 

sorondo
It is a surname of Basque origin.  Surname of a Uruguayan footballer, named Gonzalo Sorondo Amaro.  He has
Brazilian nationality and still plays in the University League of Uruguay.  He played in the 1999 FIFA U-20 World Cup.  It
means wide field.  

sorondo
It is a surname of Basque origin.  Surname of a Uruguayan footballer, named Gonzalo Sorondo Amaro.  He holds
Brazilian nationality and still plays in the Uruguayan university league.  He played for the 1999 U-20 World Cup. 

sororidad
It is a so-called "fraternity" or network of support women using social networks.  It is a term coined in Juárez, Mexico City
by anthropologist Marcela Lagarde, who defined it as "relationship of brotherhood and solidarity among women to create
support networks who push social change, equality".  Is equivalent to fraternity, taking into account that for the case
male frater means brother and sister soror (remember that in Italian brother is fratello and sister sorella (therefore also a
nun told sor).)

sorpaso
It is a term of the Italian language meaning overstepping, overtaking. 

sorprendida
Affected by surprise, caught in fraganti.  It's an inflection to surprise, catch off guard.  It means caught, fished,
uncovered, trapped, grabbed. 

sorro
It is an old-fashioned form of meaning white, light or gray (referred to hair).  It could also mean honest, sincere, loyal,
worthy, full, conscious, sincere, righteous.

sorropotún
It is also called Marmita de bonito.  It is a dish consisting of a stew of potatoes with bonito fish, .  It is typical of
Cantabrian fishermen, it is essentially a tuna stew with potatoes, onion, pepper and tomato. 

sortija
In Colombia it is a jewel that is placed on the fingers.  Ring, hoop, hoop, wedding ring.  It can also be a crespo,
cachumbo or hair curl.

sortijas
Plural of ring.  It means seal, Alliance, ring, ring, ring.  Metal ring that is placed on your fingers.

sortilegio
It means lucky reading, divination.  Product of magic, spell, spell, enchantment, witchcraft, spell. 

sorullo



It has several meanings and very different.  Cuba is a rustic tobacco rolled up in improvised way and with poor quality
leaves.  It is also there, each of the cells of a honeycomb or hive of bees.  Tobacco.  Also means above all in the cone
American South excreted, POO, poop, manure, excrement, shit (usually when it is dry).  In a pejorative way black or
brown.  It also means tangle of fibers or hair, lump, clump of wool or cotton.  In Colombia we say in this case yota.

sos
It is a form accepted as an international call for help.  International code for for help.  It can also be a turning point of
being.  Name of a song performed by the ABBA Group.

sosiega
It is an inflection of calm or quiet is, means being at rest, quiet, peaceful, quiet, calm.

sosinga
It means belt, waist, waist.

sosten
The correct term is support.  It is a female intimate garment that serves to cover, hold and protect the breasts.  Bra,
BRA, brassiere, Bustier is also called.  It is also an inflection of hold.  It means to endure, sustain, build, support, protect,
protect, help.  Give or provide support.

sosten cefalico
It is a skill that every healthy child must purchase, is to lift the head when it is upside down.

sota
Tenth Club of the Spanish deck (10), equivalent to a prince.  As a prefix, you mean under.

sota caballo y rey
Triad of figures of the deck, which is only surpassed by the ace. 

sota, caballo y rey
They are the biggest cards of the Spanish deck that correspond to 10, 11 and 12, only exceeded in value by the ACE
(1).

sotabanco
It is a room or extra room on the terraces of dwellings, course making up a cornice on the roof.  Tabuco, mezzanine,
attic, loft, Razorfen.

sotaco
It is a term used in Mexico, which means of low stature, dwarf.  Zotaco is also used, with z. 

sotana
Habit or dress of a priest, religious or of a seminarian.  Costume of deacons or prelates.  Long robe reaching to the
ankle.  The cassock is used on top of the clothes.



sotano
The correct term is basement with tilde.  It is a wall or built room under the Earth.  Warehouse or underground room, is
also the name of two films of terror (a Filipino and another British).  It is the name of a British Emo Musical band.  In
geology, located under a platform or sedimentary cover rocks of igneous or metamorphic origin.

sote
In Colombia it is another way of calling the nigua, tunga or pique, a parasitic insect of the feet.  It produces tungiasis.

soteriología
In relation to the Christian religion is science or that part of theology which is responsible for studying everything related
to salvation, redemption and eternal life.

soto
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  It means grove.  Riverside forest of a river, gallery forest.  Name of a
Province in the Department of Santander in Colombia .

souto
It is the Portuguese version of the Spanish surname Soto.  It is the name of many parishes in Portugal.

souvenir
It is a word of French origin and means object that serves as a reminder of a visited place.

soverania
The correct term is sovereignty, with b and tilde.  It means power it exerts on something, especially.  Without external
interference.  Territory about which exercises its authority and Government a State or nation.  Independence Act and
govern.

soxo
In Spain, it is the trade name of a line of socks and footwear for infants. 

soyaló
soyalo is incorrectly written and it should be written as Soyalo ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Soyalo ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a Mexican municipality in the State of Chiapas.  In language Mexican means
" Halfway between Palm trees ".

soyar
In Colombia soy or soy refers to being in full euphoria, in full relaxation, brimming with pleasure.  In ecstasy.  By
extension get high, get soaked. 

sócalo
socket is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Zócalo" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is socket.  It is a
band or frieze which is painted in the lower part of a wall.  Lower part of a pedestal under the net. Very old soils are in
geology. Basement of a building or construction. Emblematic site of city of Mexico.



sólita
It means custom, habit, mania, which is done frequently.  Antonym of insólita . 

sólo
The word is only an adverb indicating that nothing other than what is mentioned is included, but it can also be used
without tilde (insinuates a condition or points to a cause).

sótano
Warehouse or underground room.  Name of horror films.  Igneous rocks that lie beneath a sedimentary cover (geology).

spa
It is the name of a city of Belgium, the province of Liège.  Famous Belgian city with car circuit.  TERMA.  Place for
massages and dermatological treatments with hot springs.

spaghetti
Also accepted spaghetti.  It is a type of Italian pasta, prepared meal or wheat flour and in the form of lace.  The word is
derived from spago, which in Italian means lace.

spar
English is a verb that means to train boxing, making feints.  Fight.

spectrum
It is a Latin term meaning spectrum, ghost, spirit.  Very thin, bony.  Name of an Internet, Telephony and Television
Company in Medellin .  Name of a satellite tracking company ( Spectrum Global Control ) .  Name of a Mexican wrestler
(Also called Spectre or Spectrorum). 

spes
It is a word of Latin language which means hope, expectations.

sphecotheres
It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Oriolidae.  It means neck or narrow or tight body.  They are usually
frugivorous, but they also eat insects.  They're called oropéndolas or papahigos.

spheniscus
It means it's shaped like a wedge.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Spheniscidae.  Includes non-flying
birds like penguins.

sphenocichia
The most indicated term is Sphenocichla, with l instead of i at the end.  It is the name of a genus of small birds, which
belong to the family Timaliidae.  The word Sphenocichla, is of Greek roots and means "with rounded or circular tail". 
Refers to the queue shape.  They are located south of the Himalayan Mountains.

sphenocichla
It means wide-billed and blunt (or wedge-shaped).  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Timaliidae.  They are



called ratinas or picocuña ratinas.

sphyrapicus
It means he hammers with the beak.  Class of woodpecker (defined as bird with hammer on the beak) .  They are known
as pikewoods, carpenters, beaks or pycasavias.  They belong to the Picidae family and are found in North America.

spica
It's a Latin word meaning spike.  It is the name of a star of the Constellation Virgo.  It is also called Azimech, which in
Arabic means helpless.  Other names he gets are Alaraph.  Sumbela, Arista or Sunbala. 

spilopelia
It means pigeon or dove with spots or spotted pigeon.  It is a new genus of birds in the family Columbidae, to which
belong the species Spelopelia chinensis (spotted tola, Chinese tortola) and the Spilopelia senegalensis ( Senegalese
tola).

spilornis
It means bird here, bird or local bird, from this region (in situ).  It is a genus of birds of prey from Asia.  They are known
as culebreras or culebrereras.  They belong to the Accipitridae family.

spin
It is a word from the English language, which means to turn, to give, to turn, to dance. 

spin of
Spin of is not in Spanish but in English. Means cutting oneself. Splitting means cut, divide, separate.

spin of
To correct the exact English term is spin off. It means split, cut, divide, separate.

spinettólogo
You know a lot about Spinetta.  He refers to Luis Alberto Spinetta, an Argentine singer and musician. 

spinus
It is the genus to which the luganos or jilgueros belong, belonging to the family Fringillidae.  They usually live in thickets.

spizaetus
It means he's a hawk or he's an eagle.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Accipitridae.  They are known as
tyrannical eagles, harriers.  widows or copetonous eagles.  There are 4 species and are from Tropical America (from
Mexico to Southern Peru and Northern Argentina).

spizella
It means it looks like a rice cooker or a finmp.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Passerellidae.  They are
known as finches, chingolos, squabbles or rice cookers.



spizixos
It is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the family Pycnonotidae.  This genus belongs to the bulbul collarejo
and the bulbul picogrueso.  They are endemic to Southeast Asia.  the word bulbul is of Arabic origin and means
nightingale.

spizocorys
It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Alaulidae.  They are known as larks of copete or plume.

spículo
It was the name of a famous Roman gladiator.  In relation to the Nematodes is the name of the accessory genital organ
of penetration (also called spousal or spousal).  It is also the calcareous body that protects corals and porifers (they are
also called spicules, or sclerites, which are the calcaneal skeletal bodies).  It means in Latin tip, pointed, sharp-tipped,
sharp.

split
It's an English language word.  It means division, excision, rupture.  It can also mean cracking, splitting, cutting, cutting
into strips, slices, slices or slices. 

spock
The name of a fictional Star Treck character.  He was the son of Ambassador Sarek and Earthling Amanda Grayson. 
He was a native of planet Vulcan and had great mental powers.  He is also known as "Mr.  Spock" .  In the series he was
played by Ethan Peck (young), Zachary Quinto and Leonard Nimoy (adult). 

spodiopsar
It is a genus of birds in the family Sturnidae.  To it belong the red-headed starling and the grey starling.  It is found in
China, Mongolia, Korea, and Japan.

spokane
It's the name of a U.S. city.  It belongs to washington state.  Name of a river and a county in that same region.  It was
also the name of an Amerindian people and their language.  This village was also called Npoqíniscn which means
children of the sun.  There are also other places called Spokane in the States of Missouri and Louisiana. 

spondaicos
The way Father Blas Valera called the Inca poems formed by verses, all four syllables.

sponsor
It is an English term that means sponsor, sponsor, who assumes someone's expenses.  Godfather, mentor, supporting a
cause, guarantor. 

sporophila
It means friend of the seeds, who likes seeds.  is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Thraupidae.  They
are found in the Americas from Texas to Argentina.  They are known as hotbeds.

sporopipes
It is an African genus of birds belonging to the family Ploceidae.  They are known as African weavers or weavers.



sporopipes
It is an African genus of birds belonging to the family Ploceidae.  They are known as African weavers or weavers.

spotters
It's an English language word.  It is used to identify the person who is interested in capturing aircraft, cars, trains or
moving ships, by means of photographs. 

sprint
It means packing, top.  Final at competition speed.  Disputed in speed to decide a winner.

sprinter
It is more indicated to use a sprinter.  It means sprinter, finisher.  It is a type of athlete or sportsman who trains for speed
tests and especially to acquire great speed in the final meters of the competition.   In Athletics is considered a sprinter,
but not a sprinter who runs short distances such as 100, 200 and 400 meters.  In Cycling are sprinters who participate in
Pure Speed, 200 meters thrown, Keirin or 1000 meters.  A sprinter can acquire very high speeds in the last 20 meters of
a competition. 

spur
It is a word of the English language that means stimulating.

spútnik
It is a Word of the Russian language meaning satellite, artifact or celestial body orbiting the earth or another planet. 
Name of the first artificial satellite to orbit the earth, launched by the Soviet Union.  Spútnik V , the name of the vaccine
that Russia has produced to counteract the Covid-19 virus. 

squama
It's a Latin word that means flake.  The term is technically used to refer flakes in various animals, especially ofidios or
reptiles, fish.  Use in Botany indicates a bract or a braided leaf.  In Medicine it can indicate the dry and dead tissue that
comes off the skin.  Dandruff or scum of the skin.

squamata
In Herpetology it is the name of an Order of sauropides reptiles, comprising chameleons, lizards, iguanas and snakes.  It
means they have scales, scaly.  In Ancient Rome it was a type of protection used by soldiers, consisting of metal plates
in the form of scales.

squat
It's an English language term.  It refers to a gymnastic exercise that we call squat or squat in Spanish. 

squirt
It is a way of calling female ejaculation, which can occur during an orgasm.  The word is an Anglicanism that means jet,
effusion, bourbon.

squishy
It is a word in the English language that means flexible, soft or elastic. It comes from the word or better verb squish,
which is to crush, press, press, squeeze.



srein
Srein is an American surname. Stephen Rein is the name of a gospel singer. It is the newest member of the professional
group of the Gospel of the South.

srilankita
Born, resident or person related to Sri Lanka (formerly Ceylon).  Originally from the former Ceylon person.  Sri Lankan. 
It is also the name of a mineral which is oxide of zirconium and titanium.  It is black.

sshunsho
sshunsho is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chuncho." being its meaning:<br>Silly. Bobo. Idiot. Gross.
Beast. Stupid. Ignorant. Stupid. It is a word of Quechua origin used in Ecuador and southern Colombia.

stactolaema
It is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the family Lybiidae.  They are known as African beards.

stagonopleura
You mean gray-chested.  It is a genus of birds in the family Estrildidae.  They are endemic to Australia and are very
sensitive to cold.  They are known as diamonds or red-tailed finches.

stalkeando
It means be haunt, be pursuing a person, through social networks. Almost always these criminals take advantage of
information that the victim climbs or unprepared way sends to their contacts, through different social networks, for
extortion purposes.

stalker
It is a cyber stalker. Person who use social networks to pursue and to estorcionar other people. It is a crime that is
becoming very common, due to the ingenuity of the people.

stalker
It is a cyber stalker. Person who use social networks to pursue and to estorsionar other people. It is a crime that is
becoming very common, due to the ingenuity of the people.

stan
Name of an album and a single album by Eminem and Dido.  Name of a fictional fanatic obsessed with Eminem who
commits suicide.  It is a shortened form of the male name Stanislaus or Stanislav in English. 

stand on
In English it means standing, in , standing on or above.

standar
It is Spanish, the correct term is standard and in standard English.  Error by standard or standard .  English language
word meaning pattern, level, current, common, accepted, normal, classic.

standars



standars is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Standards." being its meaning:<br>Spanish uses standards. It
means that it meets the characteristics common to most, which is the most common or most current. Level of quality.
Pattern, model. The correct term is English is Standard or standards.

standupero
It is a word that is not of our language and we should not use .  He refers to the type of comedian who humorously
through personal performances and standing before an auditorium ( Stand up comedy in English).  Comedian,
comedian, accountant. 

stanislaus
It is the name of a public California State University and the name of a County, whose largest population is Modesto. 
Stanislaus is located in the Central Valley of california.

star
It is the name of an international television channel.  It is a word from the English language that means star, star. 

star trek
Original name in English of the TV show and the movie travel to the stars.

starbucks
The correct term is Starbucks ( it is a proper name ).  It is the name of a chain of cafes scattered by more than 70
countries of the world and trademark.  Pride themselves on selling an excellent coffee.  Coffee Corporation.

stardom
It is an English word which means stardom, fame, recognition and prestige.

starship
It means starship or interplanetary spaceship.  Name of a science fiction spaceship. 

start go
These are terms for designating an English exit order.  It means start, start, start, go. 

starter
It is an English language word that means initiator, boot.  In Spanish it is the name of the start of a vehicle.  It is valid
snter .

stateira
Name of a character from Ancient Persian History.  Named after Persian princess, wife and sister of Darius III.  Named
after a Persian princess, daughter of Darius III, who was also called Barsine or Stateira II.  Name of an asteroid (831). 

steina
Steina is a female name used in Iceland (Stenuum).  It is the name of a famous violinist from Iceland called Steinunn
Briem Bjarnadottir (Steina).  Her married name is Steina Vasulka.



stelgidopteryx
It means he scrapes his wings.  It is a genus of birds in the family Hirundinae.  They are known as barranqueras
swallows.

stencil
It is a word of the English language.  You could also use the term stencil.  In the past, when there were no photocopiers,
used the paper stencil to reproduce documents.  It was a wax paper, on which was written to machine without the tape,
which made the types or letters perforaran it; This paper was then placed in a heliograph or mimeograph and ink
through the perforations, allowing play texts.  Obviously there were many complications and the quality was not the best.
 Kind of waxed paper to make reproductions of texts.  System of decoration based on templates, patterns or copies. 
Stencil, stamping.

stent
It's an English surname.  Last name of an English dentist named Charles Thomas Stent, who pioneered dental implants
and prosthetic manufacturing.  Its surname also gives the name to a device in the form of a tube or intravascular mesh
widely used in Medicine to solve problems of obstruction in veins or arteries (also used in other ducts such as the
urethra).  In this case, you can also use the term estent .  Currently it is manufactured from various materials.

stephanoaetus
It means eagle with headband or crown edory or crowned eagle.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family
Accipitridae.  They are known as crowned eagles or plume eagles.   It is found in southern Africa and Madagascar. 
They are large.

stephanoxis
He has or wears a headband.  It is a genus of birds in the family Trochilidae, they are known as hummingbirds of
copete, sucker, quinchas or tominejos of copete.  They are found in the Amazon basin.

stercorarius
It means you pick up or take care of manure.  In fact what they eat are the food regurgitated by other birds that they
chase until they exhaust them.  It is a genus of seabirds in the family Stercorariidae and are known as skúas, salters or
págalos.

sterna
It means sea swallow.  It is a genus of birds in the family Sternidae and are popularly known as gulls or terns.

sternula
It means resembling a sea swallow.  or smaller than a sea swallow.  It is a genus of seabirds in the family Sternidae and
are known as charrancitos or gulls.  They are smaller terns than the common tern.

sterrennacht
It is a word that in Dutch Language means Starry Night, night of many stars.  In Painting, it is the name of a famous
canvas painted by Vincent van Gogh.  In Astronomy, it is the name of one of the stars of the Constellation of
Andromeda. 

stevia
It is the name of a plant and also of a botanical genus belonging to the family Asteraceae.  In Guarani it is called Ka'a



He'e, which means sweet grass.  Its scientific name is Stevia rebaudiana.  It is also the name of a sweetener that is
extracted from that plant.  Stevia means dedicated to Pedro Jaime Esteve, in honor of Pedro Juan Esteve, the name of
a Spanish botanist, physicist and mathematician. 

stigmata
It is the name of a horror film, directed by Rupert Wainwright and filmed in 1999.  It means stigmatized.  In Spanish it
was titled "Stigma". 

stigmatura
It means with spots or dots on the tail.  It is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the family Tyrannidae.  They
are known as rabicans.

stiletto
It is a word of Italian origin that means stylus, pointed.  It is a generic name to a type of long, pointed heel used in ladies'
shoes.

stillest
It is a word in English that means quiet, quiet, quiet, quiet, the more quiescent, the calmer, more calm, the quieter.

stipiturus
It means thin, long-tailed.  It is a genus of birds in the family Maluridae.  They are small insectivorous birds from
Australia and New Guinea.  They are known as emues, maluros or mice.

stiwart
It is a word of the English language. Although pronounced estiwart the right thing is to write Stewart. It is a very common
male name. The translation of Steward, is very varied: Butler, administrator, aeromozo, waiter, cabinero, hostess,
Assistant flight, purser, Assistant and goalkeeper.

stolkeo
Stalking could also be used.  It means harassment, persecution, annoyance, discomfort.  It is an anglilicism derived from
stalk. 

stomiopera
It means it forms a bag with the bite.  It is a genus of small birds in the family Meliphagidae, which are known as
honeyers.  They are native to Australia,

stone
Word of the English language which means rock, stone. Stone is a surname of English origin. Stone or Stone Weight (
st.   ) It is a unit of mass or weight English imperial equivalent to 14 pounds ( pounds ) or 6. 35029318 kg.

stop
It's an English language word that means stop, stop.  Detention , Stoppage . 

stop&go



You mean stop and go on.  These are English language terms.  It is a type of penalty in various motor skills.  It is given
for driving fouls that affect another runner.  It consists of entering pits, s stoping and then continuing (obviously the
penalized runner wastes time and positions). 

strass
It is a french language word meaning jeweler or rhinestones.  They are small crystals that are diamond-like and are used
in cosmetics and sewing. 

stream
It is an English language word meaning stream, torrent, stream, flow. 

streaming
It's an English language word meaning transmission.  It is a communication process that is done live and live, usually to
computers. 

street
It's an English language word meaning street. 

strepera
It means noisy.  He's got a bag that makes noise.  It is a genus of birds in the family Artamidae.   They are similar to
crows and are commonly called Artamos or executioners and some of them forest swallows.  They are found in
Australia.

streptopelia
It means pigeon with collar or chain on the neck.  It is the genus of birds in the family Columbidae.  They are called
Turkish pigeons or Eurasia pigeons.

streptoprocne
It means necklace swift or chain swift.  It is a genus of birds in the family Apodidae.  They are known as necklace swifts,
collared swifts or collared salanganas.

stretch
Stretch is a term that has several meanings in English: stretch of a river, extension area or surface, interval time and
stretched, Strait or forced.  By this last meaning, in Spanish used to reference something that is used very tight, narrow
or tight.

strigoi
In the mythology of Romania are the souls in pain of the dead, coming out of their graves.  They terrorize everyone. 
Witch, vampire.  .

strikes
Pronounced stryiks, is a term used in the slang of the baseball game, in which the batter fails in the attempt to bat the
ball.  Baseball play that weighs the pitcher and punishes the batter.



stripper
Person who undresses, nudist, nudist, who strips off his clothes in presentations to the public.  It is a word from the
English language. 

stroke
It is a word of the English language that has several meanings : race, stroke or stroke.  The term is also used in
Medicine to refer to a stroke or stroke.  There is is ischemic Stroke or sudden loss of blood flow in the brain and also
hemorrhagic Stroke, which is a hemorrhage in the brain cavity. 

struveana
It is the name of a dynasty of German astronomers of the Struve family, initiated by Friedrich Georg Wilhelm von Struve
and Otto Wilhelm von Struve (in Russian, Estonian Otto Vasílevich Struve).  Astronomers had more than five
generations.

stunt
It's an English language word meaning trick.  It also means atrophy, preventing development.  It is also a specialized
sport that is characterized by making aerobatic flights or pirouettes, on motorcycles. 

sturnus
It means short singing.  It is a genus of birds in the family Sturnidae.  They are known as starlings, tordos or minas. 
According to the new ornitory classifications, some species have been separated from this genus Sturnia.

su nacionalidadf
your nacionalidadf is incorrectly written and should be written as "Nationality" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
nationality.  It refers to the territory where it was born.  Country where are citizen or natural.

suaj
In the members of internet jargon, it means have style, be or feel superior to others.  It is most suitable swaj.

suajado
It is an inflection of suajar.  It means marking, cutting or bending with a suaje or die.  Punching. 

suaje
A steel plate tool that is used for bending, marking, or cutting.  Die. 

suamox
It was the name of a chieftain of the Muiscas Indians.  It was also the name of the place where they lived these Indians
and the name of the river that passes through there.  It was also known as Iraca or Sogamoso.  The word in chibcha
language means abode of the Sun, Temple of the Sun.

suan
It is the name of a Colombian municipality in the Atlantic Department.  It is also one of the common names given to a
very leafy tree on the Colombian Atlantic Coast.  It belongs to the family Moraceae and is popularly also known as
rubber, gomera or ficus.  Its scientific name is Ficus elastica.  



suani
It is a little used woman's name and its origin is unknown. It is presumed that it is a variant of Sue, Sueny and Suemy,
which are of Hebrew origin and means White Lily.

suany
It is a name of woman of Hebrew origin that means White Lily.  Suanny, Sue and Susana variants.  Name of Ecuadorian
footballer, whose full name is Suany Abigail Fajardo Bustamante .  Play defense. 

suata
In Mexico it means foolish, silly, simple, silly.  Who doesn't think or reflect.  Foolish.

suba
It is an inflection of going up, which means ascending, climbing, climbing.  In Colombia it is the same as subienda, a
time when fish go up the rivers to snow.  In Bogotá it is the name of a town located north of the city.  Formerly it was a
municipality annexed to the Special District of Bogotá. 

subalimentación
Inadequate feeding.  Food that does not supplement the subject's food needs. 

subcinericio
It means between the stab, under the ashes.  Under the scum.

subdérmica
It means below the dermis, below the skin. 

subdérmico
It means under the skin.  Below the dermis. 

subdisciplina
Divisions or fractions of a discipline or profession. It is synonymous with specialty, specialization, master's degree.

subditos
subjects is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Subject" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is subjects (
with tilde ). Means that they are under the domain of. Subject to the authority of a superior and forced to obey him.
Natural or born in a territory.

suberina
It is a substance of vegetable origin, which forms layers by transformation of cellulose and which originates cork.  It
means that it originates cork, which produces cork.  Bark made from the cork oak. 

subestimado
It means that not the appropriate value is estimated but a much lower value.  That is given a value or estimate less than
the actual .  Belittled.  undervalued .  You don't want, value or estimate with your actual value.  Inflection to
underestimate.



subflubial
The correct term is sub.  It means that he is built or located under a stream of water.  Below a stream or a river.

subhúmeda
It means low humidity, which is not very wet.  Average or intermediate humidity .  With humidity ranging from 50 to 60%. 

subido
In Colombia it means intense, strong.  Very strong smell or color, notorious, excessive.  In Colombia it is also the name
of a knead of fermented ground corn and cheese.  It also means proud, pretentious, altive.  It is located or located at the
top.  Inflection to rise.  It means climbing, climbing. 

subito
The correct term is sudden, with tilde.  It means that it occurs in sudden, unexpected way.  Surprise, untimely,
unexpected, sudden.  It can also mean violent, impulsive, impetuous.

sublegatus
It means next, close or similar to The Legatus (a genus of birds of the Tyrannidae family.  They are known as suirirríes,
musketeers, flycatchers, flies.  They belong to the Tyrannidae family.

sublevadas
Plural of sublevada.  It means rebel, insurgent, amotinada, raised, irritated, angry, enraged.

sublevante
It means that it revolts or riots.  That makes him react with rebellion. 

sublimacion
Sublimar action and effect.  It means to raise, enlarge, give the connotation of sacred or divine.  Give relevance or
importance to something or someone.  In physics it is a process in which a substance that is in solid state, passes
directly to gaseous state by temperature action (there is no intermediate liquid state).  An example may be the tails of
comets or dry ice.

sublime
It means very high, elevated, grandiose, glorious, unsurpassed, divine, heavenly, eminent.

subliminal
It means that it is below that limit, which is done or said so that it is not sufficiently analyzed and agency is not resorted
to.  That is not consciously analyzed.  Which is below consciousness.  That influences behavior even if it is not
consciously perceived.  That goes unnoticed. 

subliminar
It means to aggrandize, exalt, exalt, elevate to a higher degree.  Weight to the highest degree, highlight, enlarge. 

subliñado
It is a word of Galician origin, derived from subliñar, which means to underline.  Inflection of subliñar , which means to



underline .  Underlining.  Drawing a line below a text or writing. 

subluxación
It is a type of injury consists of the displacement of a joint by stretching soft tissues.

submarino
It means that it is under the sea.  It is also a type of boat specially designed for submerged sailing. 

suborbital
In Astronautics and high-altitude aviation is a flight, in which you do not reach a total turn to the earth.  Flights that are
made below the height of artificial satellites Flights that are made between 100 and 150 kilometers high.  In Chemistry it
is each and every level of the spectral notation of an atom or electronic distrubution (they are called s , p , d , f ).

subordinados
It means that they depend on another person, acting under the influence of another. Inflection of subordinate.  To say
that it depends on or receive orders from someone else.

subpartida
It means small item, of little amount.  In Budget is a part of an item that is assigned for a very specific use.  Part of a
budget allocation that has defined or specific use.

subra
Name of 2 stars belonging to the Leo Constellation. 

subsede
It means it's secondary headquarters, which is not the headquarters.  Auxiliary headquarters .  Venue where the final of
a tournament is not played. 

subsidaria
Company which is governed by other so-called higher headquarters. Representative of a multinational company in each
country.

subsistema
A subsystem is a part of a system, a system division. A system which is part of another system can also be much
greater.

subtramo
Section or part of a section .  Short journey .  Short stretch .  Part or section of a road or road of a few kilometers. 

suburbios
In Colombia are areas of invasion, usually of people displaced and located in the surrounding area and on the outskirts
of large cities.  They lack essential services.  By extension it tells suburbs to new settlements outside of a city.



suburra
Name of a neighborhood of ancient Rome.  It was the paradise of criminals and prostitutes.  It was situated in the
vicinity, close to the hills of Esquilino, Quirinal and Viminal.  This term gave rise to the word suburb. 

suburvio
The correct term is suburb.  It means residential areas on the periphery of a city.  From the surroundings.  Arrabal, slum,
suburbs.

subvalorada
It means, you are not recognized for the real value you have, but a smaller one (without deserving of it). 
Underappreciated, underestimated.

subvalorado
It means that it is given a value lower than the one you have.  Underrated, underappreciated ,

subyacentes
It means that it lies or underneath another thing.

suca
The most suitable term is Suca, with tilde.  It is the name of a temporary shop or abode of a Jew.  It is used during the
Jewish sucot festival.  It is very simple and can even be made with branches but the interior is decorated.  Refuge in the
desert. 

sucaldea
The most appropriate term is sukaldea .  It is a word of the Basque language.  It means kitchen . 

sucely
It's a woman's name.  It has Hebrew origin and can mean Gift of God or Queen of Seduction.  There are variants such
as Zucelly, Suceli or Sucelly.

sucesiones
It's the plural of succession.  It means series, continuation, order, sequence, or also inheritance, brole, offspring.

sucesos
It means facts, events, incidents, events, lances, results, achievements, successes.

sucha
Sucha is a village in Poland, in Mazowsze (district of Gmina).  Bolivia is a way to call the Black Vulture or Gallinazo.

suchiapa
It means "New Chiapa" or "Young Chiapa".  It is the name of a municipality in the State of Chiapas Mexico.  He was thus
designated to differentiate it from Chiapa de Corzo already existing at the time of its creation, the name comes from the
word Nahuatl "Sushik" which means young, new and "Chiapan" which means the site or place where there are chia.



suchiate
suchiate is incorrectly written and it should be written as Suchiate ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Suchiate ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a Mexican municipality in the State of Chiapas.  It is the
southernmost municipality in Mexico.  It is the name of a river that marks the border between Mexico and Guatemala.  In
the Nahuatl language, it means " River of flowers "

suchilero
In Central America it means yerbatero, hierbero, shaman, healer, sorcerer.  Also the person who sells traditional
medicines, ointments, potions and herbs on the market.

sucho
It is a way of calling the hen, which the scavenger bird of scientific name Coragyps atratus, of the family Cathartidae.  It
is also known by the names of golero, zopilote, pimp, guala, jote, black vulture, samuro, chombo, nopo, urubu, zoncho,
guaraguao.

suciedad
Uncleanliness.  In Colombia it is also synonymous with ambiguous little Miss Piggy, crap.

sucinto
It means summary, brief, specific, concise, laconic, condensed, short

sucio
Person who lives between the dirt.  A person who does not like the toilet.  In Colombia is synonymous of slobby, pig, pig,
ragged, sloppy, unsanitary, filthy, filthy, corrupt, immoral, towards, cheat, crude, perverted, illegal, traitor, dirt.

suco
It means poor, plucked without silver.  In Bolivia mud, swamp, mud.  In Ecuador it means blond, catire, monkey, person
with blond hair.  It can also mean high. 

sucran
Sucran is the name of an injectable drug. In essence is sucrose with iron. It is developed by Axis Life Science Pvt. Ltd.

sucrea
It means in Honor of Sucre, dedicated to Sucre.  It is the name of a genus of plants in the family Poaceae (grasses or
grasses).  It was dedicated to the Botanist, Ecologist and Professor Dimitri Sucre Benjamin, born in Panama and who
worked at the Research Institute in Rio de Janeiro.  With his father, fellow botanist Antonio José Sucre, he did much
research on tropical environments, especially the Rubiaceae family. 

sucreñas
Sucrenas is the name of persons or women born in the Department of Sucre in Colombia and the city of Sucre in
Bolivia.

sucreño
A person who is a native of Sucre, referring to Sucre or related to Sucre.  It may refer to the Sucre Department in
Colombia, the municipality of Sucre, in the Colombian Department, as well as the city and capital of Bolivia.  There are



also several municipalities in Colombia called Sucre, in the Departments of Cauca and Santander.  In Ecuador there is a
locality called Sucre, in the Province of Manabí and in Peru, there is a district of the Province of Celendín, department of
Cajamarca.  Also in Venezuela, there is a state called Sucre, a municipality called Sucre in the state of Apure. 

sucucheo
It is a way of calling the alteration of buildings or offices, turning them into uncomfortable cubicles.  Subdivisions of
offices or rooms. 

sucucho
Reduced space, dirty and poorly ventilated.  Very small room or office.  Covacha, cubicle, corner, corner, redoubt. 
Corners or corners of a ship's frame. 

suculenta
It means nutritious, juicy, substantial, fleshy or fleshy.  That has soft tissue.  Plant that is characterized by having thick
and fleshy leaves.  Plentiful food. 

suculo
In latin it means battery.  The correct term is suculo.  It means fleshy, having accumulated water, which is tasty, juicy. 
Body soft and juicy.  Succulent.

sucumba
It is an inflection of succumbing.  It means surrender, lose, surrender, submit, fall, ceder, fenecer, die, die, perish, give
up, defeated.

sucumbir
It means give up, surrender, surrender, yield, giving up, submit, perish, die, fenecer, extinction, end.

sucunbir
The correct term is succumb with m .  It means claudicating, giving in, giving up, fensing, dying.

sudadera
Costume for sports which is used mostly for heating or training.  It covers the real official uniform and consists of diver or
jacket and pants.  The Sweatshirt is also used for travel and for parades.

sudaderas
In Colombia it is a type of wardrobe used by athletes.  Special clothing for sports.  Plural sweatshirt. 

sudanés
It means that he is a native of Sudan.  Concerning Sudan (a country in north-eastern Africa).  It may also refer to the
demonym of those born in Sudan, a town in the state of Texas, in the United States. 

sudoku
Game invented by the Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler in the eighteenth century, which became popular as a
hobby in the periods.  The Japanese word means number ( your ) only ( doku ) or single number.   ( Please add this to



my previous definition). 

sudoku
It is the name of a popular pastime the many newspapers of the world.  It consists of filling a 9 x 9 grid, subdivided into 3
x 3 grids with the digit numbers 1 through 9, preventing them from repeating in each section, in each column, and on
each line.  In addition, it should be ensured that two equal numbers are not continuous or faced.  Game invented by the
Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler in the eighteenth century, which became popular as a pastime in the periods of
the 80's.  The Japanese word means number ( your ) only ( doku ) or single number.  

sudorífico
It means that it makes you sweat.  That makes produce greater sweating.  Diuaphoretic . 

sudra
In India it is the lowest caste that exists.  It is that of the servants or pawns, people who work only for a meal and a roof.

sueca
Woman born in Sweden.  Related to Sweden.

suecia
It is the name of a Scandinavian country in Northern Europe.  It is officially called the Kingdom of Sweden and its capital
is Stockholm.  Sweden means Land or Kingdom of the Suions, where suion means land of one, our land, our land. 

sueldazo
Increased salary.  Very large salary.  Very significant salary. 

sueltos
Plural of loose.  No ties or ties.  Means free, safos, separated, disaggregated, unleashed, baggy, loose, large, agile,
lightweight, developed.

sueno
It's a sonar inflection.  It means making noise.  Spainting, slicking, thundering, rumbling.  It can also mean naming,
mentioning, quoting, rumoring.

sueño
Period of time in which it falls asleep, State of rest and relaxation.  Temporary loss of sensation.  Hallucination or vision
that is sleep.  Images that are produced in the brain to sleep.  In Colombia is used synonymously with longing, desire,
aspiration, drowsiness, lethargy, drowsiness, NAP, fiction, nightmare, rest.

suevia
It means land of the Swabians, land of wanderers or vagabonds, land of Alamanni.  The Swabians were a group of
Germanic tribes, mostly nomads.  Name of a brotherhood of students from Heidelberg, Germany.  At present there is a
region called Swabia, which corresponds to the Southwest of Germany, between Baden-Württemberg and Bavaria. 
Mombre of an asteroid, discovered by Maximilian Franz Joseph Cornelius Wolf (Max Wolf). 



sufete
It is a term of Canaanite origin that means judge.  He was a type of senator from Carthage and other Phoenician
republics.  He was of aristocratic origin.  Senior Magistrate . 

sufijo mente
It is a suffix that is used to indicate mode or form.  Its use helps to form adverbs of mode.

sufijo oma
It is a suffix used in medicine of Greek origin and means cancer, tumor, neoplasia.

sufí
Supporter of Sufism.  Person who practices Sufism.  Practitioner of Islamic mysticism.  From the brotherhood of Sufism
of Islam (the inner dimension and spiritual aspect of Islam). 

sufragado
It means that it was already cancelled, was already paid its cost or value. To peace and save. Saldado.Sufragado can
also indicate that you already had complied with the duty of 40 suffrage; Vote or choose ).

sufragante
It's another way to call the voter.  A person who votes for a vow, fulfilling his duty to choose.  It can also be considered
as a person who bears the costs of maintenance or who pays an expense. 

sufriendo
It's an inflection for suffering.  It means to endure, to suffer.

sufrir
Action or effect of having feelings of pain, suffering, or penalties.  Means suffering, experience, support, tolerate, endure,
allow, permit.

suga
It is the stage name of a South Korean rap singer and dancer.  His first name is Min Yoon-gi.  It is also known as Agust
D.

sugbeni
sugbeni is incorrectly written, and should be written as "SUGEMI" as meaning:<br>The correct word think it is SUGEMI.
It is the symbol of the system only of management of medicines and supplies, which is a dependency of the Ministry of
health in the Dominican Republic and is responsible for ensuring the availability and rational use of medicinal products.

sugi
It is the name of a tree in Japanese.  Its scientific name is Cryptomeria japonica and belongs to the family
Cupressaceae.  It is known as Japanese, Japanese pine, Cypress and sugi.  You were erroneously told him Japanese
cedar.

suhail



It is the name of a star of the Sailing Constellation (part of Argo, the boat).  It is also usually called Alsuhail.  Other
names it receives are Landa Velorum, Landa Vel, HD 78647 or HR 3634.  It is also used as a male name in Arabic. 
Suheil Variant .  You mean handsome, attractive, gentle.  Name of a general of the Syrian Air Force.  It is better known
as Suhail Hassan, its full name is Suhail Salman al-Hassan. 

sui generis
It is a Latin expression meaning exceptional gender, peculiar, original, characteristic, specific, quirky.  refers to
something that does not match its description, but is different, rare, distinct. 

suicida
Person who attempts against his own life.  Person who commits suicide.  A person who immolates himself, or who acts
without thinking that he can lose his life in the attempt.  reckless, brave, risky. 

suicidio
An act by which a person attempts against his own life.  Self-eliminate.  By extension it is any extreme action that lacks
chances of success. 

suintila
Also figure in the history of the Visigoths as Suinthila.  Name of a King of the Visigoths who ruled between the 621-the
631.  It was who forced the Basques to build Oligicus (Olite).

suite
This hotel room offers more spacious and more comforts than a stream.  In music is the name of a classical piece of
music.

sujetarse
It means cling, cling, tie, set, get caught.

sujetirando
It is another language used at Rayuela by Cortazar giglico words.

sujeto y predicado
In Grammar are the parts of the sentence.  Subject is the one who executes the action and predicate the executed
action.

sukuya&#40;trinidad y tobago&#41;
sukuya ( trinidad and tobago ) It is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Sukuya" being its meaning:<br>The
more appropriate term is Soucouyant.  It is also known as Soucriant, Soucoyah, Sukuya, Old Hag ( Old witch ) or
Loogaroo.  It is a being or evil spirit in the folklore of the Caribbean Islands and in particular of Trinidad and Tobago and
Guadeloupe.  On the day it is a old and at night a ball of fire.

sula
Name of a dairy brand in Honduras .  SULA, in Colombia, is the acronym for the Monitoring Information System of
National Natural Parks of Colombia.  Honduran surname.  Ursula's apocope.  In Mayan language it means place where
there are quails.  It is also a type of lily-like flower.



sulafat
In Astronomy it is the name of a star.  It belongs to the Constellation of Lira.  In Arabic language means turtle.  It is also
called Jugum (yoke in Latin) or Sulaphat. 

sulamitis
Old Testament character, related to the Queen of Sheba and King Solomon.  Name of an asteroid ( 752 ) . 

sulcavis
It means bird with grooves in the teeth.  Teeth with grooves or grooves.  It was a genus of flying birds that lived in the
Cretaceous.

suleika
Suleika or Zuleika is a name of woman of Arab origin and means woman of unparalleled beauty.  It has variants Zuleica
Zulaica, Zuley, Zuleyca, Zuleyka.

sulfatos
Plural of sulfate .  In chemistry they are salts of sulfur, or that are obtained from sulfuric acid.  They can be found in the
air in the form of aerosol or microscopic particles.  They are used to produce fertilizers and in pharmacology. 

sulfurizar
In chemistry it is a process that is mainly performed in the manufacture of papers, by using sulfuric acid and with which it
is intended to eliminate all porosities of cellulose.  Treatment with sulfuric acid to obtain sulphurized paper, baking paper
or butter paper.  This paper can withstand up to 220 degrees of temperature, so it is used in the food industry.  In
Colombia we say sulfide or sulfide, to indicate that it gets irritated, that it gets bad temper, to get angry. 

sullay
It is a woman's name of Arabic origin meaning free from rancour and greed, cheerful and easy to fall in love.

sullenest
The correct term is sullenness.  It is an English word which means sadness.

sumaq rosa
Sumaq is a word of quechua that means beauty, beautiful, beautiful, beautiful language. In some cases it is used as the
name of the woman in the Peru.

sumendi
It is a community organization of Basque origin and that aims to promote a new culture of health, seeking it to be more
public and universal, more humane and more ecological.  It is also the name of a football team from that same region. 

sumercé
Apocope of Your Merced.  It is a word that implies respect and delicacy, widely used by the people of the Departments
of Boyacá and Cundinamarca.  It also means yours (possessive).

sumergible



It means that it can be sunk or consumed in water without being altered.  Ship that can move underwater.  Submarine. 

sumida
Dent, sagging, or depression in a surface caused by a blow .  Sunken , bent .  Name of a Japanese river that runs
through the city of Tokyo.  Name given to an asteroid (1090).  It was initially named 1928 AG, by astronomers. 

sumidero
It is a duct, duct or canal where the runoff waters or rainwater will stop.  Summarize, drain.  Site where water is
submerged or sinked into an underground network.  Channel or pipe where the waters add up. 

sumideros
Sink Plural .  It is a duct, duct or canal where the runoff waters or rainwater will stop.  Summarize, drain.  Site where
water is submerged or sinked into an underground network.  Channel or pipe where the waters add up. 

sumido
It means sunk, submerged.  Victim of dejection, dejected.  Who suffers or suffers . 

sumidos
It means sunken, immersed, submerged, below.  It can also mean affected.  Sumir inflection.

sumir
In Colombia used to mean sinking, sinking, bury, submerge, losing, send deep, consuming.

sumirse
It means falling, sinking, diving.  Be put down by an event that saddens.  Abstract, concentrate. 

sumista
In religion, he is the person versed in theology who has learned by moral sums and compilations.  Expert in sums or
summations.  referring to the sum, summary or compendium . 

sumo
Sumo with s, has several meanings.  It can be a sum, which means adding, increasing, adding.  It can also be the name
of a sport of force of Japanese origin and that advance very robust people.  Sumo also means the most important or
highest.  Stop, limit high.

sumo y zumo
Juice with z, means juice, extract.  Liquid that results from squeezing a fruit.  Sumo with s, has several meanings.  It can
be a sum, which means adding, increasing, adding.  It can also be the name of a sport of force of Japanese origin and
that advance very robust people.  Sumo also means the most important or highest.  Stop, limit high.

sunagro
sunagro is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 SUNAGRO; It's an acronym )"being its meaning:<br>It is an
acronym of a public entity or the Government in Venezuela. It is up to the national Superintendence of 40 food
management; 41 SUNAGRO;.



sunga
Very small male swimsuit.  Tiny male swimsuit.  Men's thong, nose. 

suní
It's the same as Sunni.  A person who believes that the right way for Muslims is to follow the caliphs or rulers.  They are
Muslims who do not accept that Muhammad's successors are his close relatives and his descendants, who are called
Shiites. 

sunki
It is also a name of a village in India, belonging to the District of Koraput in Odisha.Sunki, is the name of a character in
video games.

sunna
Collection of teachings and sayings of the prophet among Muslims.  Sentences or norms of Muhammad.  Bishop of
Mérida, in the Province of Badajoz. 

sunnita o suní
Follower of the Sunnah or Way of the Prophet Muhammad.  A follower of Muhammad, considered his successor. 

suntuosidad
They are synonymous with lavishness: pomp, ostentation, Majesty, grandeur, opulence, wealth, luxury.

sunuapa
sunuapa is incorrectly written and it should be written as Sunuapa ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Sunuapa ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a municipality in the State of Chiapas, Mexico.  In language Nahuatl
Sunuapa means " River of Jonotes "   ( trees, also called Buri ).

sunya
It's a Sanskrit word that means empty, nothing.  Unoccupied, free, unwell.  With nothing inside, clean.  Spiritual
cleansing.

suño
It is one of the names of a small cuckold shark found in the Galapagos Islands.  Suncing.  Its scientific name is
Heterodontus quoyi and belongs to the family Heterodontidae .

supeditada
It means that it depends on it.  Subject.

supeditando
Inflection for subject. Mean condition, hold, bend, overwhelm, submit, master, subordinate, depend on.

superabunda
It means that thrives, which is very abundant.



superatleta
He is an athlete who possesses immense qualities.  Very high performance athlete.  Higher order athlete. 

superba
It means pride, which has pride in itself.  In Astronomy it is the name of a star that is also known as Superbia, Y Canum
Venaticorum or Y CVn.  It belongs to the constellation Canes Venatici.  It is very intense red and of remarkable beauty in
the night sky. 

superbacteria
It is deniomination given to microorganisms that are resistant to antibiotics.  They can be bacteria, viruses, fungi or
parasites.  Bacteria that has achieved greater resistance to antibiotics. 

superbólido
It is characterized by being very fast.  Fast.  Very fast.  It is a piece of mineral mass that enters the atmosphere in the
form of a fireball and at high speed.  Meteorite in ignition by friction with the atmosphere.  Shooting star, fleeting flash. 

superbruto
It means very gross, beast, idiot, idiot.

superchería
It is an activity that leads to deception or fraud.  It's a kind of deception or fraud where you change the real thing for
something fake. 

superchero
person who practices superchery.  Who cheats or does fraud.  Person who believes in omens.  A person who does
rituals with which he intends to obtain a better future.  Pessimistic person predicting evils, misfortunes, catastrophes,
calamities or misfortunes. 

superchula
It means very nice, super attractive, very beautiful, very beautiful. 

superclaro
It means very clear, extremely clear.  Extreme clarity.  It leaves no room for doubt.  Obvious.

supercoche
It can be considered as a very expensive car, or a very powerful or very fast car.  Very luxurious car. 

superditar
Subject is the same as hold, bend, overwhelm, submit, condition, master, subordinate. Depend, to submit. Prepend.

superdomingo
It's a very special Sunday.  Sunday that is more important than all the others, for some special feature (sporting event,
bargains and promotions, etc.). 



superenamorado
It means very much in love, very in love, fascinated, garmentd. 

superestrella
Star that stands out among the others.  Very successful singer.  Superstar.  Elite character very outstanding for his
talent and quality.  It may refer to a singer or athlete of excellent conditions. 

superexprés
In Colombia means very fast, fast, immediate delivery.  Super fast.

superfan
It means follower with much effort or greater admiration.  Follower in the highest degree.  Super fan, super fan, super
follower. 

superficie plna de l tierra
It is correct "surface flat earth".  It is the definition of plain, plan or plain.

superfluas
They are useless, uns needed, or worthless.  Plural of superfluous .  It means unnecessary, leftover, nimias, excessive,
useless. 

superfluo
It means that it is not essential, it is not necessary, that it does not have priority and that it is not Basic.  Leftover. 
Excess, unnecessary, superficial, trivial, redundant, excessive, useless.

superhéroe
Fictional character from the comic who has superpowers and that usually goes unnoticed in the community by having a
double identity.

superincendio
It means gigantic fire, of great proportions, of large dimensions.  Hyperincendium. 

superlativo crudo
A superlative of crude can be showed.  If they refer to crude oil, it can be crudote, crudon or crudazo, which means that
it is a good quality crude oil, as it has many impurities.

superlativo de agre
Agre is a deprecated adjective meaning sour.  Its superlative is very aggressive that can be synonymous with acidicity
and that means very sour, very acidic.   . 

superlumínico
In astrophysics, phenomenon faster than light.  Propagation of matter or information at a speed greater than C (speed of
light)-



supermala
It means antagonist, villain, supermalvada.  A person who in a story is characterized by doing evil. 

supermalvada
Female antagonist of a story, villain, which is characterized by being the most evil. 

supermanzana
In Colombia it is also called apple, a territorial division of the neighborhoods, comprising a square that has a block or
street, on each side.  Almost always measuring 80 x 80 or 100 x 100 .  In some neighborhoods exit the division in
Supermanzanas (which are very large apples), especially in Kennedy City, in Bogota and are not necessarily square.

supermasivo
It means very large, very abundant, very concentrated.  In High Mass and Very Dense Astronomy.  It can also mean in
very invasive microbiology, which infects very quickly or very aggressively (referred to a virus). 

supersticiones
Plural of superstition.  It is a common belief of the people that usually contravenes or contrasts with the reality or
science.  Facts that are attributed to the magic.  Fetish, idolatry, trickery, belief, credulity.

supersticioso
Person who believes a lot in the omens.  A person who does rituals with which he intends to obtain a better future. 
Pessimistic person predicting evils, misfortunes, catastrophes, calamities or misfortunes.  Soothsayer, seer, pessimistic,
credit, idolatra, superchero. 

supertienda
In Colombia it is a way of denominating the supermarkets of the Olympic brand, a company originating in Barranquilla
owned by the Char family.

supertifón
Type of meteorological phenomenon that occurs in the Pacific Ocean and affects Asian countries and Oceania, which is
characterized by hurricane winds that will move at very high speeds and accompanied by very intense rains.  Typhoon
of great proportions.  It is clarified that in the Atlantic Ocean this class of phenomena are called Superhracans and in
general Supercyclones. 

supertiva
It is part of the name of a painful and infectious disease. Hydrodenitis Supertiva is called, consists in the formation of
pimples or boils in various parts of the body. Over time they become enlarged and filled with pus or matter. Treatment is
with antibiotics made by a physician. In Colombia they say grains or chucharos. Sometimes they are caused by infected
insect bites.

supertímido
It means very affected by shyness, very shy.  Timorate . 

supia
In Colombia and especially in Boyacá is grounds, residue or sediment of chicha or the guarapo.  In other regions of



Colombia told supia soapstock, residue or coffee grounds.  Sediment.  There is also Supia, tilde, which is the name of a
town (municipality) in the Department of Caldas.

supla
Inflection of suplir , which means replace, replace .  It can also mean remediating, composing, fixing, fixing,
compensating.   Compensate for a foul, lack or damage. 

supletivo
It means supplement, supplement, additive, which is added or supplemented.   Also that it is used as a replacement or
that it can be exchanged with equal use or value. 

suplicio
It means that it causes entreaties, which begs.  It means torture, martyrdom, grief, suffering, pain.   It causes pain and
suffering.

suplio
suplio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Supplemented" being its meaning:<br>It is an inflection of
Supplement. It means replace, replace, relieve. Do the times of, do the work of.

suponte
It is an inflection of assume. It is imperative to be expected. It is a synonym of imagine, believes thinks, believes,
estimates, suspect, sensed. Smell, involve, entail. be taken for granted.

supositorio
is a type of medicine to introduce into the anus or vagina so that it releases its pharmaceutical substances there, when it
melts with the heat of the body. 

supraceleste
Aristotle divided the universe into two regioenes: the supraceleste and the sublunary. The Supraceleste: is composed of
a material different from all known matter on Earth, that Aristotle called " quintessence " a fifth element, similar to the fire
but incomparably more pure than the ground fires, which are mixed with other elements. This quintessential purist is that
made up the stars. In this region there are no changes, it is incorruptible and eternal, his only movement will be in
perfect circles.

supraordenación
Although the term is valid, in Colombia we use more able.  A superordenada person is one who is ordained to the
maximum, almost at one end that affects others, but without making it.

suprecion
The correct term is suppression, with s.  It is the action or effect of suppress.  It means delete, cancel, destroy, abolish,
liquidate.  In psychology is the strategy to repress the desires or impulses.  It is an adaptation or natural defense
mechanism.

suprima
It is an inflection of delete.  It means remove, delete, cancel, abolish, forbid, destroy, liquidate, eradicate, exterminate,



annihilate.  omit, delete.

sup¿rstite
SUP rstite is incorrectly written and should be written as "Superstite" being its meaning:?<br>Survivor, survivor, that
continues to exist after the death of the other family members. In the case of marriage the widow is spouse supertite of
the deceased husband or widower is spouse supertite of of the deceased spouse. Real, alive, present.

sura
For the Mohammedans it is a chapter or verse of the Qur'aan.  It is also called azora.  Name of a Spanish locality in the
Province of La Coruña, in Galicia.  Name of an ancient city of Babylon.  Name of a Russian river that is tributary of the
Volga.  In Colombia it is apocope of Suramericana, which is the name of an insurance company and is the name of the
trade group.  It is also the name of the ARL (Labour Risk Manager) of this economic group.

surabhi
In Hindu mythology, it is a fabulous cow living in the sacred city of Vrindávan.  Name of an Indian cultural content TV
show.  It is also the stage name of a Hindu actress, surbhi Puranik.

surco
Footprint or slit that leaves the plow on the ground.  Gutter or horse.  It can also mean wound, slit, wrinkle, stripe, line,
row.  In some cases engineering means strip of land that is reserved for a linear or road project (for roads, railways or
laying electrical networks).

surcos
Plural de surco .  It is the slit that is made on the farm floor with the plow.  Channel, which serves to bring irrigation water
to a crop.  Wrinkle, signal, fingerprint, groove, retreat, cisurgent, channel, stretch, crack.


